Which course is right for you?

APMI
Partnerships with Australian, European and American universities, including the Bachelor of Business Administration and other MBA courses.

Hartford
Offers Master of Business Administration, Executive MBA, Master of Science (Hotel Management), MSc (International Hotel Management), Doctorate of Business Administration and Professional Doctorate.

Marketing Institute of Singapore
Has conducted Master of Accounting degree programme with Curtin University of Technology, Perth Western Australia since 2001. Open to all degree holders outside accounting field. Available only on a part-time basis.

MDIS
MBA offered by University of Bradford, UK and MBA offered by University of Wales. The Master of Arts in Mass Communications offered by Oklahoma City University, is the first US mass communications programme in Singapore.

NUS Extension
leverages the substantial academic teaching resources at NUS. Recently introduced professional courses delivered in Mandarin to cater to the needs of professionals and executives from China.

NUS
NUS Business School runs Master of Business Administration (MBA), Asia-Pacific Executive Master of Business Administration (APEX-MBA) and two other courses with Peking University’s Guanghua School of Management and UCLA Anderson School of Management

NTU
Nanyang MBA ranked top 10 in Asia. Strengths include finance, marketing, international business, and strategic and technology management.

SMU
Newly introduced MSc in Wealth Management is aimed at the increased focus on Singapore as a wealth management centre. Also offers MSc in Applied Finance and a host of other executive programmes.

Thomson NETg
In partnership with Ngee Ann Polytechnic and NTU. Providing online courseware, Thomson NETg’s sophisticated blended learning solution has proved to be highly effective in reinforcing knowledge and creating greater productivity and learning efficiency.

University of Chicago, Graduate School of Business
Delivers the Chicago Executive MBA programme in a series of 16 one-week long modules over a 20 month period. Students learn the same material and earn the same Chicago MBA degree as they would earn if they studied full-time in Chicago.

Universitas Global 21
Online graduate business school, joint venture between international consortium of 16 universities, and Thomson Learning. Partners include University of British Columbia (Canada), National University of Singapore and University of Melbourne (Australia).